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   dti36833
+ <dc:title>
   Sofia University building
+ <dcterms:created>
   ca. 1920
+ <dc:rights>
   Bulgarian State Archives Agency
+ <dcterms:spatial>
   Bulgaria, Sofia
+ <dc:creator>
   unknown
+ <dc:description>
   The first building of the Sofia university. Behind it is the building of the university library.
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   architecture, education
+ <dc:type>
   photograph
+ <dcterms:medium>
   print on paper
Sofia University building
Creator: unknown [Creation] |  
Date: ca. 1920 [Creation] |  
Geographical coverage: Sofia, Bulgaria [Place] [Creation] |  
Type: photograph |  
Subject: architecture |  education |  
Description: The first building of the Sofia university. Behind it is the building of the university library.
Repository/Location: 
Provider: Linked Heritage |  
here it is going to show:  
"Europeana Photography"  
instead of Linked Heritage